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The anisotropy of resistance of ferromagnetic metals is explained by interaction between the 
orbital moment of the conduction electrons and the spin system. The cases of high and low 
temperatures are considered. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

IT is known that the resistance of an isotropic 
polycrystalline ferromagnetic specimen magnetized 
to saturation depends on the angle ?; between the 
direction of the current and the direction of the 
magnetization, according to the formula 

P = P.L + dp8 cos2 ~. (1) 

where ~Ps = Pll- Pli Pil and Pl are the resistivi
ties in the directions parallel and perpendicular, 
respectively, to the magnetization. 

In papers of Vonsovskil, Rodionov, and Shav-
[1 2] th' . t f . t rov • 1s an1so ropy o res1s ance was ex-

plained on the basis of the s-d model. In conse
quence of spin-spin and exchange interaction be
tween the s and d electrons, the effective mass 
of a conduction electron becomes anisotropic, and 
therefore the resistance is also anisotropic. 

Another explanation of the anisotropy of resist
ance of ferromagnetic metals was given in papers 
of Smit, [3 J Marsocci, [ 4 J and Berger. [ 5 J The con
ductivity model used was that of Mott for transi
tion metals. Account was taken of spin -orbit inter
action for d electrons in the field of the lattice. 
Because of this interaction, the probability of 
transition into the d band is not the same for s 
electrons with different directions of motion. This 
leads to anisotropy of resistance. As was noted by 
Kasuya, [ 6 J however, the Mott mechanism cannot 
give a correct explanation of the peculiarities of 
the conduction process in ferromagnetic metals, 
because in them an important role is played by 
scattering on spin inhomogeneities. 

Despite this, use of a spin-orbit interaction 
mechanism in the theory of resistance anisotropy 
is well-founded. In fact, the anomalous Hall effect 
in ferromagnetic metals has recently been suc
cessfully explained by asymmetry of scattering due 
to spin -orbit interaction of electrons. [ 7 • 8 J Thus 

great interest attaches to a theory in which a 
mechanism of spin-orbit interaction is the com
mon cause of the Hall effect and of the anisotropy 
of resistance. Kondo[ 9J considered exchange inter
action between s and d electrons, taking account 
of spin-orbit interaction inside the ions. This 
author obtained both the Hall effect and the resist
ance anisotropy in, respectively, the first and sec
ond Born approximations. An assumption made by 
him, however, is unconvincing: that the ground 
state of the ions with an orbital moment is nonde
generate. Furthermore, the mechanism of spin
orbit interaction considered by Kondo turns out to 
be less important than other mechanisms of spin
orbit interaction, considered by Luttinger[ 7J and 
by Kagan and Maksimov. [SJ 

In [ 10 J we considered a theory of the resistance 
anisotropy of ferromagnetic metals that took ac
count, as in [ 7J, of spin-orbit interaction for the 
electrons basically responsible for the spontaneous 
magnetization. It is obvious that such a point of 
view is possible only for d-ferromagnetic met
als, [ 11J since it is in them that the electrons in 
question can take part in the conduction process. 

The present paper treats resistance anisotropy 
that is due to interaction between the conduction
electron orbit and the spin system; that is, due to 
the mechanism of spin-orbit interaction studied 
in [BJ. The influence of this interaction mecha
nism upon the electrical conductivity of ferromag
netic metals at low temperatures was studied by 
Turov. [ 12 J Starting from an interaction between 
the conduction electrons and the spin system by 
way of the electromagnetic field produced by the 
spin waves, he derived an expression for the cor
responding part of the conductivity: 

(2) 

where a1 and a 2 are certain temperature-inde
pendent coefficients. Because no account was taken 
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of the anisotropic character of the scattering of 
conduction electrons on magnons, in consequence 
of the influence of spin-orbit interaction, no aniso
tropy of resistance was obtained. 

We consider be1ow the Hamiltonian of interac
tion between s and d electrons, including not only 
exchange but also spin-orbit interaction. This en
ables us to derive the anisotropy of resistance both 
at low and at high temperatures, with application 
of the spin-wave and molecular-field approxima
tions, respectively. 

2. DERIVATION OF A GENERAL FORMULA 
FOR THE ANISOTROPY OF RESISTANCE 

Following Vonsovskil and Izyumov, [ 11 J we can 
write the complete Hamiltonian of the system of 
conduction electrons and the spin system in the 
form 

(3) 

where 
N 

3e o = ~ e k"ako +akcr- ~ J (jj') (SiSi'), (4) 
kcr ;, j'=t 

N is the number of equivalent lattice sites occu
pied by atomic spins sj, and :;esd is the interac
tion between s and d electrons. 

If we take account both of exchange and of spin
orbit interactions, then :JC sd has the form 

:Jf.,d = ;;tex + ;Jes·o_ (5) 

In the second -quantization representation, :;c ex is 
given by the formula 

1 
,Jtex =- N ~· exp {i(k'- k)Rj}. 

kk'j 

(5a) 

(where z denotes the direction of the spontaneous 
magnetization). 

The spin-orbit interaction of one conduction 
electron with the spin system has the form [S J 

ns-o =- ~ e!li ([s;v - 1-Jp). (5b) 
. 2m2c2 r- Ri 

.1 

If we suppose that the free wave function 

(5c) 

holds for the conduction electrons (crystal volume 
V = 1), then we easily find in the second-quantiza
tion representation 

;;es-o =- !. ~ exp {i(k'- k)Ri} [L+(kk')Sr 
i ,, 

kk'ja 

where 

L+ = 1/z(L' + iD1), 

[kk'] 
L(kk') = iLo---

jk- k'l2 j 

L~ = 1/ 2(U- iLY), 

( eli )2 
Lo = 8:rt2\' \ - • 

2mc 1 

(5d) 

(6)* 

For :JC s-o there are no diagonal matrix ele
ments. This follows from the assumption that the 
mean charge density of the electrons is compen
sated by the positive charge of the lattice ions. In 
(5a) and (5d) the periodic part of the interaction, 
proportional to (SZ), is included after averaging in 
:Jt 0• Thus, as also in [11] , the energy of a conduc
tion electron is given by the formula 

(7) 

In order to calculate the resistivity in the pres
ent case, it is convenient to use the method of Kubo 
and Nakano, [ 13 • 14 ] according to which Psd is given 
by the expression 

where 

( i3eor:) ( i3eor:) :Je sd ( T) --:- exp ·.-It- :Je sd exp . - -It- , 

and 

From (4), (5), (5a), (5d), and (10) we have: 

<[ja, :JCsd(T)J[.1Csd· ja]> = Aa + Ba; 

(8) 

(9) 

(10) 

(11) 

( e \ 2 1 
A ex ="'' h ) NZ L; exp [i (k'- k) (Ri, - Ri,)] 1 J (kk') 12. 

kk'j,j, 

*[kk'J. <= k X k' .. 
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[ i1: ] ( oek + oek,+ \ 2 
+exp -(ek+-ek,+) -----, nk+(i--uk,+) n ' oka oka' 

the low -temperature region, the terms containing 
the correlators ((Sj1 - (sZ))(Sj2 - (sz))) can be 

x < (SJ,z- (')z)) ('r) (Si,z _ <Sz))) neglected, since they correspond to two-magnon 
. 0 _ a _ 2 processes, and these give a contribution, accord-

+exp[ ~ (ek--ek,-) ]( ~- 8k',) nk-(1-nk,-) .. ing to Rosler,[lSJ smaller by a factor of about 
li oka oka. 5S-1(T /T c)312 than the contribution of a single-

X < (S;/- (Sz)) ('t) (S;,Z- (Sz)),> }. 

Ba ..:=. (; )~./ "Y, exp[i(k'- k) (Rit- R;,)]. (lla) 
kk'Jd,a 

NdiL"(kk') 12 +I LY(kk') j2][<S;.-('t)S;,+)+ <S;.+(-r)S;.->1 

+ IL•(kk') j2 ({SJ/- (S1)) ('t) (S;,Z-(Sz)))} 

[ iT J ( oek a {}gk,a )2 
xexp 7i-(ek"-ek'") oka.- oka' nk"(1-nk'"), 

(llb) 
and 

± z ( i3lol") ±, z ( i3lo't) Si · ("r) = exp .-li- S; exp - -li- , (12a) 

(12b) 

From (11), (lla), and (llb) it is evident that the 
contribution to the resistance from the exchange 
and from the spin-orbit interactions are additive. 
We can therefore write 

Psd = flex+ Ps-o 

The part of the resistivity that is due to exchange 
interaction, Pex• was considered in [ s, 11 • 151• In 
the case of an isotropic ferromagnet, Pex does not 
depend on the direction of the magnetization vector 
with respect to the current. As will be shown be
low, however, Ps-o depends on the direction of the 
magnetization vector; that is, Ps-o includes the 
magnetic anisotropy of the resistivity of ferromag
netic metals, 

where 

(14) 

The system of formulas (llb), (12a), (12b) and (13), 
(14) enables us to obtain Aps· Below, we consider 
the special cases of low and high temperatures. 

3. THE CASE OF LOW TEMPERATURES 

At low temperatures, we can use the spin-wave 
approximation to calculate the correlator opera
tors of the spins. We notice furthermore that in 

magnon process. 
By means of the known representation of spin 

+ 
operators in terms of Bose operators bq and bq, 
according to the formulas 

( 2S )''• s_,+ = \N I ~ exp(iRjq) bq, 
q 

( 2S )''• Sr = - .~ exp( -iR;q) bq+, 
N. q 

(15) 

we have from (4), (9), (llb), and (12): 

(e)22S {1 
Ba = rrf!. rz~ T ~ 4[1£x(k, k- q)! "+ ILY(k, k- q) I "l 

kq<r 

ILII k k jZ] ( aek" aekH ): 
+ ( ' + q) ' oka - il(k + q)a. 

X nk"('i-n~H)(1+nq)l\(c:k"-c::+q+eq)}, (16) 

(16a) 

In the effective-mass approximation, we get from 
(6), (14), and (16) 

tia n:xT ( e )2 S ( li )2 
Pc. o = li (ju.2)2 hLo N m* 

+ n~t(i- nJt+q)nq6(ek- ekH + eq)J}. (17) 

After a standard calculation from (13) and (17), 
supposing that T » T0, we have 

~p. = 3n -~Lo2.!!:._{[.!In 2T + _1_ 
160 Ne2 ep2 I To 4/cp2 

X ( 1 + [ 2~~· T)( ~ r To] T 

- k!2 ;2
( 1 +[ 2~7-r)(~Yf2}. (18) 
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In the derivation of (18) it was supposed that spin 
waves obey the quadratic dispersion law 

8q = Jq2, (19) 

where Tc is the Curie temperature and a is the 
lattice constant. The characteristic temperature 
T0, according to the estimate of Abel'ski'l and 
Turov, [ 15 J is of order 1 o K for typical ferromag
netic metals. 

4. THE CASE OF HIGH TEMPERATURES 

To calculate the spin correlator operators in 
this case, we can use the molecular-field approxi
mation: 

(S;.±(,;)Si,"~') = e'f'i~T/Ii(Si±SfF)(jitj2, 

< (S;/- (S•)) (,;) (Si,z- <Sz)) > 

= < (S/ -(Sz)) (S/- (S•)) )6jfiz. 

From (lib) we have 

(20) 

On substituting (21) into (13) and (14), we get in 
the effective-mass approximation 

(22) 
where y = A./xT and 

m~+B m=+S 

({ ... )> = ~ emY( .. . ) / ~ emu. (23) 
m=-S m=-S 

If we suppose that ((Sz)2) = ((SZ))2, then from (22) 
there follows 

17:rt m"Lo2 1 
L\p. = 320 Ne2neF (S- <S•)) (S + <S•) + i) 1 + e-v . 

(24) 

In general the second term in braces in formula 
(22) is smaller than the first. 

5. DISCUSSION OF RESULTS 

It is known that for nonferromagnetic metals, 
the resistivity in the direction of the field is always 
less than the resistivity in a direction perpendicu
lar to the field. On the other hand, for typical fer
romagnetic metals (Fe, Ni, Co) and their alloys it 
is always observed that !::ips> 0 (p 11 > p1)[ 3 J over 
a wide temperature interval (from room tempera
ture to the temperature of liquid hydrogen). This 
fact can be explained on the basis of formulas (24) 
and (18). At high temperatures it is clear from 
(24) that !::ips is always greater than zero. At low 
temperatures (but T » T0), the condition that !::ips 
should be greater than zero follows from (18): 

2T 2T 
ln--a->0 

To To ' 
a= :rt2To (1 + [21m" ]2)! (25) 

16kp2 n2 I. 

The expression (25) makes it possible to dis
cuss the dependence of the sign of !::ips on tem
perature. If a ::::: 1/2. 7, then !::ips < 0. For 
0! « 1/2o 7, !::ips > 0 at low temperatures. For in
termediate values of a, a change of sign of !::ips 
can be observed. In the case of typical ferromag
netic metals (Tc ~ 103 °K, k~ ~ 1015 cm-2), 

a ~ 10-2; it is therefore expected that !::ips > 0, as 
was observed in [ 3 J. For ferromagnetic rare 
earths, however, where T1 is small, there was 
observed a complicated dependence of the value of 
R11 - R1 on temperature and on field direction. [ 17 J 

From (18) and (24) it is clear that the tempera
ture dependences of the resistivity anisotropy !::ips• 
due to a spin-orbit interaction mechanism, and of 
the resistivity Pex due to exchange interaction be
tween s and d electrons[ 6, 11 • 15 J resemble each 
other. In magnitude, however, Pex is several or
ders larger than !::iPs, since J 0 (J0 = J(kF, kF)) is 
enormously larger than Lo. We can estimate Lo 
according to (6). For N ~ 1023 em - 3, the value of 
L0 is about 2.5 x 10-16 erg. But this was based on 
the approximation of a free wave function for the 
conduction electrons; therefore, as was mentioned 
in [ 8 J, the value obtained above for L0 may be ap
preciably below its real value, based on use of a 
Bloch wave function, in view of the appreciable lo
calization of the latter near lattice sites. Thus if 
J 0 ~ 10-14 erg for typical ferromagnetic metals, 
then (Lo/J0) 2 ~ 10-2 to 10-4• It is just in this inter
val that the value of f::ipsiP for ferromagnetic 
metals lies. 

We can estimate !::ips at low temperatures ac
cording to (18). If a ~ 10-8 em and Tc ~ 103 deg, 
then I ~ 10-29 erg cm2 and x /1 ~ 1013 deg- 1 em - 2• 

If, furthermore, E F ~ 10-12 erg, then !::ips~ 10-26 T 
[sec]; that is, of the same order as in the work of 
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Turov. [ 121 Thus it is no wonder that in [ 121 , in a 
comparison with the experimental data of Sudov
tsev and Semenenko, [ 18 1 a large discrepancy (the 
theoretical value smaller by a factor 1000) was 
obtained. The fact is that this part of the resist
ance, due to spin-orbit interaction, corresponds 
basically only to the resistance anisotropy, where
as a value of about 10-3 for b..psiP is entirely pos
sible. 

Unfortunately, at present there are still no data 
for temperatures below the temperature of liquid 
hydrogen. At liquid-hydrogen temperature the 
value b.psiP ~ 3 x 10-2 for nickel was obtained 
in [ 31 • 

From (21)-(24) it follows that at temperatures 
close to the Curie temperature Tc, the value of 
b.ps, like that of Pex• rises rapidly and thereafter 
remains constant. Here we must make more pre
cise the concept of b.ps at a temperature near 
Tc, where the spontaneous magnetization vanishes. 
The resistance then depends not only on the direc
tion, but also strongly on the intensity of the field 
that is acting. Only extrapolation to H = 0 gives 
us b.ps· On substituting the values quoted above 
for the parameters in (24), we get b.ps ~ 10-22 sec 
at T ~ Tc. 

It is interesting to note that for measurement 
of b.ps in polycrystalline specimens, it is much 
more convenient to use the plane Hall effect.[ 19• 201 

The author expresses his gratitude to R. V. 
Telesnin and E. F. Kuritsyna for their interest in 
the research. 
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